
Fingerprint 
Access

Designed with the versatility to be installed in both 
dual bore hole locksets or as a replacement to existing 
mortise locks, thanks to LOCKLY's interlocking dead-
bolt/dead latch interlocking faceplate.

Hack-proof PIN Genie® digital touchscreen.

3D biometric fingerprint sensor.

Issue Offline Access Codes™ that do not require users to download 
an app or have WiFi or Internet connection to use.

Remote lock and unlock from anywhere using the LOCKLY app.

Grant one-time use or specific time duration access by issuing 
codes or digital eKeys remotely via a mobile device.

Open/closed status in real-time via smartphone.

Voice control through Alexa or Google Assistant.

Full control with smartphone

Interlocking faceplate secures deadbolt and 
latch bolt into a single motise pocket assembly

Also works with standard lockset bore holes 
with 4 to 5-1/2” deadbolt to latch spacing.

Interconnected EditionDUO PRO

Works with Secure Link WiFi Hub
(Included)

Simultaneous locking deadbolt and latch in one.

WiFi  |  BluetoothPGD678W  |  FOR THE PROFESSIONAL INSTALLER

The world’s most advanced smart look 
that fits existing mortise door lock pockets 
or doors with dual bore holes.

Features

Unprecedented versatility



Specs
Function: single point Duo-Locking Technology™ lock
Fit: 5.5” & 4“ deadbolt to latch spacing 
Door handle: field reversible for L/R swing doors
Backset: adjustable 2” or 2 ¾" (60mm or 70mm)
Bolt: ½" (12.7mm) throw steel
Working environment: 4 ~ 140°F (-20 ~ 60°C)
Available in Satin Nickel and Matte Black

Requirements
Free LOCKLY app for iOS or Android
Door Thickness: 1-3/8" - 2-1/4” (35mm- 54mm) 
Door Preparation: 2 " (54mm) diameter face hole 
1" (25mm) diameter latch hole

Included

Duo Pro Interconnected Smart Lock
Deadbolt and Latch Assembly
Duo-Locking Technology™ Back Plates (4” and 5.5”) 
Hardware: Strike Plate, Strike Plate Housing, Back Plate
Physical Keys (x 2)
Quick Start Guide
4 AA Alkaline Batteries
Installation Manual
User Manual

Dimensions
LOCKLY Model PGD678W
Height: 7.0 in (178mm)
Width: 6.47 in (164.4mm) including latch handle

PGD678W

Works with LOCKLY Access Portal™ for managing multiple properties Learn more at: LOCKLY.com/access-portal

Backed by lifetime technical support and 1-year finish, mechanical, and electronics warranty. See www.lockly.com/warranty for details.

Two locks in one using Duo-Locking Technology™ to lock and unlock 
interconnected latch and deadbolt. 

LOCKLY makes available a variety of door edge faceplates to fit a number of different size and purpose 
configurations, including our exclusive interlocking mortise faceplate that secures both deadbolt and latch 
bolt into a single mortise pocket assembly. Visit www.lockly.com for more information. 

DUO PRO

5.5” Uni Faceplate 4” Uni Faceplate Mortise Faceplate


